
Good afternoon! 

We hope your first week went well! Below is some information we received from the Center for 
Teaching and Learning, regarding upcoming events. Please let us know if you have any questions. 

On Friday, the week with five great student presentations at the first Spring Lightning Talks event. Lots 
of helpful feedback from the students, as well as some tips for approaches and tools to use this 
semester. If you weren’t able to be there, the recording will be posted soon to DL&I’s video resource 
library. 

Wondering who your moderator is? You will be able to quickly identify which moderators have been 
assigned to your classes, including substitute moderators, throughout the semester by logging in to 
https://www.bu.edu/tech/moderator/assignments. 

Classroom Recordings: Do your classes involve discussions of a sensitive nature and you are wondering 
whether you should (or are required to record the sessions)? The decision not to record certainly fits 
within the guidelines for recordings at BU. In terms of process, let your chair/department head know of 
your decision. Also, we recommend that a statement be added in a prominent space on the class 
Blackboard site (since it's too late to go into the syllabus).  

It could be something like this:  
Following the class discussion on (date), we have agreed as a group not to record our class sessions. This 
is because our discussions are often of a personal and sensitive nature and we wish to create a class 
space where all students feel they can speak freely. Our class decision is within the guidelines for class 
recordings at Boston University. If at any time, students miss a class and would like to know more about 
the discussion, please feel free to contact me during office hours (or whatever process the faculty 
member would like as a follow up). 
  
Virtual Hub & Pub: Here’s another chance to get together with colleagues and share ideas about 
teaching remote or hybrid classes this spring! It’s coming up tomorrow so please circulate this to your 
faculty as quickly as possible! The CTL-Hub Teaching Excellence Faculty Fellows are hosting an open 
discussion on teaching approaches for the spring on Tuesday, 2/2, from 3.30-4.30pm. Registration 
details are here. 

Hub Courses Information Sessions: These are for folks who want to learn more about revising or 
developing a course with Hub outcomes. Two times coming up: Wednesday 2/3 from 3:15-4:00pm and 
Thursday 2/9 from 12.15-1.00pm. Check CTL’s homepage for more information and to register. 

EdTech-MET IT Training this week: Check their calendar later today for updates on training sessions for 
this week. 

LfA Faculty Coaches Office Hours EXTENDED (look for meeting invite from Steve with Zoom 
information) 
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